September 20, 2018

Hello friends and colleagues,

**RCMP Federal Policing Resource Management-Strategic Staffing Solutions Unit** will soon be interviewing (Sept-Oct) for 30 **part time positions** (90 day casual contracts) at various pay levels ($70k and up) within the RCMP National HQ in **Ottawa (Barrhaven)**. Many of these positions require general police knowledge and some require more specialized experience in Financial Crimes, Money Laundering, Serious and Organized Crime (OMGs and gangs), Cyber Crime and National Security experience. There are also a number of positions involving policing policy writing/research and organizational skills, Project Management and large scale Special Events Planning. There is a need for file reviews, Quality Assurance Review, training course writers, experience in border issues, international policing, overseas missions etc.

Each contractor will be security interviewed for a Top Secret RCMP Clearance, be provided a laptop and may have some opportunities to work remotely from home. Most of the positions require a 2-3 day per week commitment with flexible work hours and days.

Interested candidates should send their resume ASAP to: anne-marie.mcnulty@rcmp-grc.gc.ca

**ALSO**: The **RCMP Security Intelligence Background Section (SIBS)-NHQ in Ottawa (Barrhaven)** is looking for more investigators in **full time positions**. Soon there will be a job poster on [jobs.gc.ca](http://jobs.gc.ca) (see attached SIBS brochure). These positions are straight days, five days a week at the AS04 pay level (Approx $70k) with the possibility of flexible working hours and compressed work weeks.

Please let any of your interested and qualified colleagues know in advance so that they can prepare and update their resumes. The posters usually go up for less than a week and then are closed to any new applications after the closing date. Interested applicants should prepare in advance by creating a profile on [Jobs.gc.ca](http://Jobs.gc.ca), create alerts for jobs at the RCMP as an AS04 so they will get a notification when the poster goes up.